
INTELLIGENT APPLICATIONS OVERVIEW

Corcentric’s Intelligent Applications alleviate these concerns 

by automating tedious tasks and digitally transforming 

the way you manage your finance processes. Built on an 

AI-powered platform, these solutions reduce workload and 

empower faster, more informed business decisions. You 

are enabled to track expenses and spending, while also 

recognizing cost savings and leveraging increased cash flow.

Available Solutions
Intelligent AP Automation:

Gives AP departments increased AP processing speed, 

efficiency, and productivity with intelligent data capture 

to maximize accuracy and decrease costs. Through 

artificial intelligence and machine learning, Intelligent 

AP Automation minimizes the effort and work required, 

reducing AP processing time from days to minutes.

 ⚪ Document Management: Identify, split, 

and rename documents, in near real-time, 

across a fully automated process.

 ⚪ Process Optimization: Increasing speed and 

visibility at every stage, AI accurately identifies 

discrepancies and anomalies, and automatically 

codes invoices—with minimal human intervention.

 ⚪ Improved Processing: Reduce processing time 

through detailed line-item extraction, two- and 

three-way matching, and double verification.

Gopher Intelligent Assistant:

Leverage AI to simplify your complex business 

processes and empower your teams to make more 

informed decisions from anywhere. Gopher Intelligent 

Assistant makes it possible to collaborate seamlessly 

across the organization through Microsoft Teams. It 

delivers access to key information with the ability to 

take action instantly—from your mobile phone.

 ⚪ Natural Language Processing: Save time 

and reduce training needs by interacting with 

Gopher in plain statements and questions.

 ⚪ Flexibility: Access data and keep workflows 

moving while mobile through conversational 

interactions on Microsoft Teams—without 

ever logging into the platform.

 ⚪ Adaptability: Custom knowledge base 

configured to your company’s most asked 

prompts and data retrieval needs.

Using Gopher Intelligent Applications, customers can easily 

access reports, gain visibility into their full workflow process, 

and receive prompts to review or approve requests.

Flexibility and Adaptability Delivered

As an industry-leading solutions provider, Corcentric 

regularly introduces enhancements to support you!

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) 

are highly woven into our Intelligent Applications 

solutions. These features help expand the way you 

manage your business processes, and increase the 

opportunities for collaboration, in Microsoft Teams.

Learn more about Corcentric’s innovation initiatives 

and comprehensive solution suites, and how you 

can benefit from Intelligent Applications.

In today’s results-driven environment, we realize that innovation is paramount for you to achieve accelerated and sustainable 
business growth. The demand for agility, improved user experience, and ease of accessing data are top of mind for you.
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